Our Mission is to bring awareness and prevention solutions to
individuals, families, businesses and organizations in our CT communities
as to tick borne illnesses and our tick environment here in CT. In addition
we advocate for more research and a better understanding of the medical implications and needs of those struggling with Late Stage Lyme Disease and other tick borne illnesses.

SOME OF OUR VOLUNTEER
OPPORTUNITIES ARE LISTED
BELOW:


Assist at events and booths by putting together packets of info, distributing
brochures, responding to questions by individuals and maintaining the table in
an organized manner.



Take part in presentations once you feel comfortable with the material and follow
the VALD protocol



Attend as many presentations as possible to show support of the organization
and it’s values



Research possible grant funding and sponsorship nationally and locally through
state, businesses, foundations and other organizations



With the assistance of the President develop Grant or Sponsorship applications,
monitor effective dates for requests and follow up when necessary.



A Chair, co-chair or committee member for idea generation in fundraising
events. Help to market, create and distribute flyers and assist at the event.



Help to generate lists and contact individuals, businesses , organizations or
schools that would be willing to have VALD give an awareness and prevention
presentation.



Research assistant to look for new research and development of work being
performed regarding all tick borne illnesses, lab reliability, prevention and tick
environments



Event organizer in charge of volunteers at events, schedules, tasks, etc.



Provide marketing material for VALD to include social media, newspapers,
radio, chamber and town communications regarding events



Social Media person to assist current volunteers with pictures and/or video of
events. Also to assist current social media leader when needed, in monitoring
and adding to our social media feeds (Facebook and Instagram) to see what's
happening in the Lyme community.
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